Dear Delegates of the 8th HHHS MUN NATO,
I am more than proud and esteemed to welcome you to the “North Atlantic Treaty Organization”
committee. For the first time in HHHSMUN, the NATO committee is being entertained and I am
more than excited to be the president of this committee alongside my chair.
Speaking of myself, I have completed more than 11 MUN experiences and conferences both
national and international ever since 8th grade. I look at myself now and remember the shy me in
the past as I never thought about public speaking, but now I fell in love with what’s called debate
and public speaking as the MUN program drastically enhanced my speaking skills. Knowing the
new futuristic topic of the NATO committee is “World War III”, I choose this topic since the
current political conflicts occurring in our world could lead to a war among nations. The theme
of this year’s HHHS MUN is resilience, but the question would be can the world be resilient
after a world war that possibly would be more devastating than the previous one? I as a president
will push you to the tightest edge to see how you work under pressure and if you can remain
diplomatic and in character. I will also be fully testing your leading, speaking, debating, and
listening skills and much more; so trust me when I say it won’t be a piece of cake but I can
promise it can be challenging and fun! I, alongside my chair of course, have come up with a
guide that will explain everything regarding the procedures of the new committee, which may
slightly differ from normal ones, and it will also explain the topic in details so you can be fully
prepared for what’s coming.
Finally, a word of thanks is directed to everyone joining the 8th HHHS MUN, as I wish both my
delegates and my chair good luck for the final conference for it will be a hard and tiring journey,
but, I promise it will definitely be worth it.

Sincerely,
Your enthusiastic and honored president,
Ali Zaatari

